[Clinical significance of JAK2、CALR and MPL gene mutations in 1 648 Philadelphia chromosome negative myeloproliferative neoplasms patients from a single center].
Objective: To explore the prevalences of JAK2, CALR and MPL gene mutations and the mutation types in patients with Philadelphia chromosome negative myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs) , and to compare their clinical characteristics of different mutation types with each other and mutation negative group. Methods: The mutations of JAK2 V617F, JAK2 gene at exon 12, CALR gene at exon 9 and MPL gene at exon 10 in 1 648 Ph negative MPNs patients were detected by direct sequencing. Results: ① The JAK2V617F mutation was found in 471 (92.7%) of 508 PV patients, 819 (78.1%) of 1 049 ET patients and 74 (81.3%) of 91 PMF patients respectively, with the total mutation rate as 82.8% (1 364/1 648) . The JAK2 exon12 mutation was found in 9 (1.7%) of 508 PV patients, none was found in ET or PMF patients, with the total mutation rate as 0.5% (9/1 648) . The CALR mutation was found in 132 (12.6%) of 1 049 ET patients and 11 (12.1%) of 91 PMF patients respectively, with the total mutation rate as 8.7% (143/1 648) ; the MPL mutation was found in 9 (0.9%) of 1 049 ET patients and 1 (1.1%) of 91 PMF patients respectively, with the total mutation rate as 0.6% (10/1 648) . The co-occurrence of any two types of driver gene mutations was not detected by direct sequencing. ②The median onset age of patients with JAK2V617F[61 (15-95) y] was significant higher than of with JAK2 exon12 mutation[49 (33-62) y] or without mutations[42 (3-78) y] (P<0.001) , but not for patients with CALR[57 (17-89) y] or MPL mutation[59 (22-71) y] (P>0.05) . Patients with JAK2V617F had higher white blood cell count and hemoglobin level (P<0.05) when compared with patients with CALR mutation or without mutations, or only significantly higher white blood cell count when compared with patients with MPL mutation (P=0.013) . The platelet count of patients with CALR mutation was significantly higher than of with JAK2V617F[966 (400-2 069) ×10(9)/L vs 800 (198-3 730) ×10(9)/L, P<0.001]. ③Karyotype analysis was conducted in 1 160 patients with MPNs, the rates of karyotype abnormality of patients with and without CALR mutation were 9.8% (8/82) and 7.4% (80/1 078) (P=0.441) respectively; The rates of karyotype abnormality of patients with and without JAK2V617F mutation were 7.7% (75/971) and 6.9% (13/189) (P=0.688) respectively. The incidence of karyotype abnormality of patients with CALR mutation was higher than of with JAK2V617F[9.8% (8/82) vs 7.7% (75/971) ] without statistically significant difference (P=0.512) . The karyotype analysis of 7 cases of JAK2 exon12 mutation and 6 ones with MPL gene mutation revealed normal karyotype. Conclusions: Driver gene mutations detection could ensure the diagnosis and prognosis judgment of MPN more reliable, different subtypes of MPNs had different profiles of driver gene mutations, the latter lead to unique clinical phenotype.